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Citing Sources

APA examples

نکته:
تمام مواردی که به‌طور معنی‌دار به موقعیت هم‌مرجعی نتوانستند، برای توضیح در حاشیه باشند، و در صورت لزوم، به‌طور دوباره شناخته شوند.

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (5th ed.).

ارجاع به یک کتاب

Author. (Date). *Title of work: Subtitle of work*. Place: Publisher.


ارجاع به مقاله یا بخشی از کتاب ویرایش شده

Author of article or chapter. (Date). Title of article or chapter being cited. In editor's name(s) (Eds.), *Book title* (pp. page numbers). Place: Publisher.

کتاب، بدون نویسنده یا ویراستار


ترتیب چند کتاب از یک نویسنده اول
کتاب ها را بر اساس نام نویسنده و سپس جدیدترین تاریخ انتشار مرتب کنید. مدخل هایی با یک نویسنده را قبل از چند نویسنده قرار دهید (ابتدا نام فامیل نویسنده اول را بادداشت کنید و سپس بر اساس الفبای نویسنده گان بعدی). اگر همان دو نویسنده دارای دو یا چند عنوان کتاب متفاوت باشند، مدخل ها را بر اساس عنوان کتاب مرتب کنید.


چند نویسنده


ویراستار تاریخ عنوان دایر به نامه و ناشر

Editor. (Date). Title of encyclopedia (Edition number, Vol. number). Place: Publisher.

استناد به یک مقاله علمی

نویسنده تاریخ عنوان مقاله عنوان صفحه

Author. (Date). Article title. Journal Title, volume number, Page numbers.
استناد به مقاله مجلات علمی که دارای شماره دوره و جلد است

Author. (Date). Article title. Journal Title, volume number (issue number), page numbers.


مقاله مجلات عمومی

Author. (Year, Month, Day). Article title. Magazine Title, volume number, page numbers.


Daily newspaper article, no author

Title of article. (Year, Month, Day). Newspaper Title, page number.

Daily newspaper article, discontinuous pages

Author. (Year, Month, Day). Article title. Newspaper Title, page number, page number.

Elements of a reference to a report

Report authors. (Date). Report Title. (Report number, if assigned). Publication information.

Motion Picture, limited circulation

Primary Contributors. (Function). (Date). Title [identify as Motion Picture]. Distributor’s name.; Location.
American Psychology Association (Producer). (2000). Responding thera-
peutically to patient expressions of sexual attraction: a stimulus training tape. [Motion Picture].

Music recording

Elements of references to electronic media
Author. (Date). Title of article. Name of periodical [Electronic ], Journal information.
Author. (Date). Title of chapter or section. In Title of Full Work (Chapter or section identification). Retrieved from URL.
Author. (Date). Title of Full Work (Electronic Media]. Available: Specify path.

Internet articles based on a print source

Article in an Internet-only journal

Stand-alone document, no author identified, no date

Electronic copy of a journal article, three to five authors, retrieved from database
**Multi-page document created by a private organization, no date**

**Message posted to a newsgroup**
Author’s full name or screen name. (Exact date of posting) Subject line of message [message identifier]. Message posted to.

**Electronic mailing list/Listserv message**

For more information concerning APA style for electronic resources, see also:

**Journal Article: Online and Hardcopy** (The DOI is required only for online articles)

**Journal Article: from a database without a DOI**

**Magazine Article**

**Newspaper Article**

**Book**

**Book Article or Chapter**

**Encyclopedia Article**

**ERIC Document**

**Websites**


The sources that you use should be cited in the text of your paper, either in a parentheses or as part of the text itself:

During the turbulent 1960s, science fiction programs on television reflected the public’s attitudes toward the older generation (Hodges, 2000).

Hodges (2000) discussed how, during the turbulent 1960s, science fiction programs on television reflected the public’s attitudes toward the older generation.

In a 2000 article, Hodges discussed how, during the turbulent 1960s, science fiction programs on television reflected the public’s attitudes toward the older generation.

The references above refer to the entire source in a general way. If you are referring to a specific part of the source - or quoting exactly - include the specific page number(s) of that part:

(Hodges, 2000, p. 179)

(Devine & Sherman, 1992, pp. 156-157)

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2007, para. 3)  [document has a corporate author]

(The Roddenberry legacy, 2007, paras. 5-6)  [document has no author; see notes]

(“Star trek planet classifications,” n.d., Other classes section, para. 2)  [document has no author; see notes]

Sources with three through five authors:
Notes

- If you are using the style for Copy Manuscripts, double space all lines. If you are using the style for Final Manuscripts, single space all lines and skip a line in between each reference. Ask your professor which style to follow.
- Arrange the items on your reference list alphabetically by author, inter-filing books, articles, etc.
- Indent the second and following lines 5 to 7 spaces or one half inch.
- Use only the initials of the authors’ first (and middle) names.
- If no author is given, start with the title and then the date. Note that an organization can also be an author (a “corporate author”). See examples under websites.
- Article titles, book titles, and webpage titles: capitalize only the first word of the title and subtitle. (Capitalize all significant words of periodical titles and website titles.)
- If you are using a typewriter that cannot produce italics, then use underlining instead.
- APA Style no longer makes a distinction between periodicals that are paginated continuously throughout a volume or paginated individually with each issue beginning at page one. In both cases, include the issue number if one is provided.
- DOI: Digital Object Identifier is a string of numbers (and/or letters) assigned to individual journal articles as well as to some other publications. The database may provide the DOI as part of the citation, or you may have to look at the top or bottom of the first page of the article to find it. If a document has a DOI, then you do not need to include a database name or website address (URL).
- If you retrieve an online magazine, newspaper, book, or encyclopedia from one of our databases, include the DOI or database name as shown under the examples for journals. You do not need to include the place of publication for books retrieved from the databases.
- Websites:
  - If the date the page was created is not given, use (n.d.). See example under wiki.
  - Include the date that you looked at the page for websites that may change
over time. Websites providing journal articles and books are less likely to be changed and do not require retrieval dates.

- **New!** If the URL does not fit on one line, divide it before any punctuation marks (except for the “http://”).

**Parenthetical References:**

- If there is no author, use the first few words of the title. Article and chapter titles are placed in quotation marks. **Book**, webpage, and periodical titles are placed in italics. Note that an organization can also be an author (a “corporate author”).
- If two authors have the same last name, include the first initial(s).
- Use only the year, even if the full citation in the reference list includes the month and day. If you cite the same source a second time in the same paragraph, you do not need to mention the year a second time.
- If there are no page numbers, you can count the paragraph numbers or list the name of a section or leave it out if neither of these is practical.
- The rules concerning a title within a title are not displayed here for purposes of clarity. See the printed version of the manual for details.
- Our website also has guide to APA citation style that’s tailored for international business sources.
- A little bit of additional information is available on the official website, APAtyle.org.
- For documents and situations not listed here, see the printed version of the manual.